
 

Emergency Freedom Alert-9-28-20 
Dr. Johnson's Main Website at: http://contendingfortruth.com/ 

Email: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com 
Or: contendingfortruth@fastmail.fm 

Free Gift: Salvation & the TRUE Gospel/Good News! 
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 +2+ Infanticide Advocate Ruth Bader Ginsburg Dies After Decades of 
Promoting Abortions and Medical Violence Against Children  

 Tens of thousands join Rev. Franklin Graham's Prayer March in 
Washington DC to show their support for President Trump  

 Scott Johnson’s Teachings Exposing Franklin Graham 

 RECAP on Franklin Graham & Jonathan Khan (Con Job) DC trip - Apostasy 
Takeaways 

 Bible Prophesy of a One-World Government, a One-World Currency and a 
One World Religion in the End Times? Plus Bible Study on The Antichrist, 
The End Times Deception That Jesus Warned About 

 +3+ TRUMP TO ROLL MILITARY IN FOR ELECTIONS--This SHOULD TELL 
YOU WHATS COMING 

 West Coast Wildfire Updates 

  [ALERT] MILLIONS WILL BE LIVING IN TENTS - SEVERE DISRUPTION 
AHEAD AS THE US ENTERS 2021 

 The Coming Civil Unrest is going to be so bad, Off-Duty NYPD Cops 
Traveling Out of State Trying Buy M-4 Rifles for themselves 

 The Abraham Accord & Trump Exposed 

 Prophetic Perspectives: Peace in the Middle East? 

 William Koenig answers the question: Are there consequences for dividing 
Israel?  

 ISRAEL & KISSINGERS RIGHT HAND MAN PIECZENIK CONTINUE TO 
TAKE THE GOY FOR A RIDE  

 Current Event Headlines 

 
++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:  
++ Regarding the Body of Christ we pray for strength, endurance, courage, divine 
providence & guidance, favor and the power to overcome all this wickedness that 
is increasing by the day. 
++For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders 
worldwide & the eradication of all D-Wave Quantum Computers, and for the 
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eradication of every wicked portal or doorway these devices (and all witchcraft 
taking place in this universe) have opened, and all dark matter they have created; 
and that every devil, demon, evil entity or fallen angel that has entered through 
these portals, be bound up and cast into the abyss, until which time they then be 
cast into the Lake of Fire, and that no over evil entities can come to take their 
place!!!!  
++For the Lord to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide with all of its 
big brother agendas like forced mask wearing, DNA defiling vaccinations with 
microchips and Contract Tracing & for God’s judgment on the vaccine/medical 
cartels  
++Against the Chinese plans for taking over America through bringing in mass 
weapons, foreign troops and drugs like Fentanyl to poison the US citizens  
++Against groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa who are working with the 
Chinese and George Soros to kill as many Christians and righteous people as 
possible, and bring in anarchy and ultimately get UN Troops on US streets.  
++Against any incoming asteroids or meteors that might hit the earth that they 
would be diverted to outer space 
++Against the devil seeds coming from China 
++For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun 
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA  
++For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the 
honey bee die-off worldwide 
++Against all the UN troops already in America and coming here  
++For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields 
for 2020 
++For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy 
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed  
++For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially 
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide  
++That President Trump Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law and 
that if it be possible he would be saved--For President Trump to do the right thing 
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people—For the fear of God to be 
on Trump and all high level politicians like a thick cloud so they do the right thing 
++Against All Planned Pandemics Plagues Worldwide 
++Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito Populations 
Everywhere 
++Against The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up 
through the US southern border--For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin 
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders 
imbedded in America   
++Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 42,000 Satellites Being Launched Sending 
Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth  
++For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against all 
their freedoms being taken away  
++ Against the 501c3 Clergy Responses Teams Being activated in America to 
betray and destroy the Christians and that they would be exposed 



++Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide  
++Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in 

more evil, death and destruction, 
++Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ 
implementation  
++Against the plans & wickedness of 
high level politicians everywhere 
++Against mandatory vaccinations being 
implemented and that the truth would 
come out about them  
++Against the wicked factions of Modern 
medicine & the pharmaceutical & 
vaccine industry 
++For the masses to get saved and have 
eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to 
receive the truth 
++Against The Full Implementation of 
Real ID in 2020 
++Against the South African Genocide of 
Whites  
++For God to neutralize & stop the 
Fukishima Nuclear Radiation 
Contamination & Nuclear Radiation 
Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide 
++Against the Big Brother Draconian 
Changes Taking Place Worldwide  
++Against Further Vote Rigging in the 
Elections everywhere 

++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and 
Canada--For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false 
flag events everywhere 
++For the eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child 
Sex trafficking networks worldwide  
++Against LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of all child 
molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies--For the protection of 
all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks--For the 
eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff 
film sources and businesses  
++For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade 
++For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers 
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and 
employees  
++For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler 
Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators   
++Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL 
Democrats running for president & for the fear of God to be upon both the 



democrats and republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that 
God would hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and 
that they would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every 
level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness 
++Against all the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon, 
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the 
dominant streaming content producers 
++Against any non-human entities that walk among, defile, exploit, murder or 
infiltrate humanity 
++Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry 
++Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism 
++Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati 
++Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public schools. 
++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy 
and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips or implants 
in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked bacteria, 
viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, neutralize, 
destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have gotten into our 
bodies.  

 
2020 STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!  
Father God in the name of Jesus Christ we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully 
oppose all satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies, 
tactics, plots, plans and ploys, which are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil, 
deny or delay God’s original plans and purposes, from their quick, swift and speedy 
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25)  We rebuke 
and dismantle all satanic alliances and confederations. Let every evil covert and 
clandestine effort and endeavor fail. Cause the news media to be caught in their 
lying and manipulation so that only the truth is manifested.  (Nehemiah 4:7-8; 
Esther 3:1-9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 20:35) 2.  We decree that every 
satanic strategy of inhibition, prohibition and limitation placed upon the Body of Christ 
(by the dark side) shall not prevail.  We declare all invisible and visible walls of 
opposition, restriction and delay will be exposed and destroyed. (Colossians 1:16; 
Joshua 6:1)  Oh God confound the devices and evil plans of the enemy that they 
have crafted, so that their hands are not able to perform their enterprise. Save 
those that can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved; overtake them in 
their own crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits they have dug for 
the righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them turn on and consume one 
another and have them in total confusion & derision. (Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 55:9; 70:2; 
83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to war against the hosts of 
darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secret and destructive measures 
designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world.  For this reason, was 
the Son of God made manifest, that He would destroy the works of the enemy.  (John 
2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19; 1 John 3:8) We overrule all strategies, tactics and curses of the 
enemy by the power of the Name of Jesus Christ and His shed Blood. (1 Timothy 1:18-
20) We overthrow spoken words, enchantments, divinations, spells, hexes, vexes, 



curses, witchcraft prayers and every idle word spoken contrary to God’s original 
plans and purposes according to Isaiah 54:17.  We reverse the curses associated 
with all these ceremonies, rituals, utterances and plans to bring about a chaotic bloody 
revolution in America to usher in Martial Law and the New World Order.  We decree and 
declare that:  Their plans shall be uncovered and shall not prevail; & their plans shall be 
frustrated and unable to achieve any impact; & their threatening’s and violent verbal 
dealings are returned to them one hundredfold. FATHER, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO: 
Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and cover-up in the secret shadow government 
regarding their attempts to manipulate end time events, leading to the destruction of 
Your righteous seed.  (Isaiah 44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) Send divine, powerful angelic forces 
against their diabolical plans to frustrate and expose them, so that they will be 
dismantled.  Dispatch legions of warring angels (and any other kinds of angel’s 
necessary) to enforce Your perfect will on the United States of America and on all 
the earth.  (Joshua 5:13-14; Psalm 103:20-22; Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11) 
Release your divine strategies and revelation upon any righteous person in government 
worldwide. Fill them with Your Holy Spirit and cause Your divine wisdom to come 
upon them. (James 1:5) Cause them to be a holy trumpet shedding light upon the dark 
hidden secrets of the wicked.  Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the 
enemy.  Let their tongues be divided; when they communicate let it be incoherent and 
misunderstood. (1 Samuel 10:27) Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel 
or Belial (and all other wicked spirits) and cause them to be caught in their own 
lies and conspiracies.  Let them not be able to resist the Spirit of Truth or gain 
any ground in the natural or spiritual realm. Cause every spirit that is released 
from their diabolical assignment to be cast into the abyss, until which time they 
be cast into the lake of fire. (Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 21:1-16) Please cause 
these prayers and all future prayers to take on the characteristics of divine projectiles in 
the realm of the spirit, so that they hit the bull’s eye.  (Psalm 57:4) Let the laws that 
govern this prayer and all spiritual warfare strategies and tactics, be binding by the 
Word, the Blood and by the Holy Spirit. (1 John 5:7) WE SEAL THIS PRAYER IN THE 
NAME OF JESUS CHRIST AND THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB, AMEN!  

 
PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS  
Beloved Holy Savior and Master, Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that 
was slain before the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the 
Father.  We honor your sacrifice on the cross, your resurrection and 
transfiguration volunteered for our salvation. We worship you, exalt you and 
magnify your name above every name. You are sovereign, supreme over all. You 
are worthy. You alone are worthy.  We pledge our faith and love to serve you 
alone, forever.  We claim your Word: James 4:7: “Submit yourselves therefore to 
God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.” 2 Timothy 1:7: “For God hath not 
given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” We 
come in the authority given to us in Christ Jesus. We cover ourselves with the 
Blood of the Lamb. We place a hedge of warring angels with flaming swords of 
fire around us and our families continuously. We put on the whole armor of God. 
We lift our shields of faith to interlock, standing foot to foot and shoulder to 
shoulder–a solid wall that cannot be breached or penetrated.  We resist and 



renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise to war in the Spirit against 
witchcraft, occult maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will and the Body of 
Christ. We ask you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in full battle array, 
fiery swords drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory prayers.  Rout your 
enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, conflict, arrogance and 
wicked schemes upon themselves so that they become caught in their own 
snares and fall into the pits that they intended for others. We nullify, dismantle, 
cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and strategy. Cause 
secret plans, agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for everyone to see.  
We decree and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you will turn it around 
and use it for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that has been opened. 
We break every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken sent 
against the Body of Christ and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, Satanist, 
sorcerer, voodoo priest, shaman, brujo, bruja, soothsayer, medium, coven and every 
minion of the devil working iniquity; and send it back upon their own heads seven fold 
that they may repent and turn from their evil ways.  Lord Jesus, reveal your love to 
them.  Show them the truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if 
they continue in their present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive 
supernatural insight and knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to 
salvation.  We seal this prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD 
Jesus Christ. Amen. 

This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more 
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.  
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious 
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves, 
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels 
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to 
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down, 
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks, 
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes, 
vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft, 
sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death, 
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer 
chains, and everything else being sent  to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our 
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil 
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it 
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ! 
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their 
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of 
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!.. 
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your 
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan. 
In Jesus name we pray…Amen  

 
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald 

Reagan: 



 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen 
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams  
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years. 
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage 
to spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, 
from liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to 
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from 
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler 

 
+1+ This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more 
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.  

https://www.azquotes.com/author/20531-Alexander_Fraser_Tytler


Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious 
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves, 
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels 
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to 
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down, 
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks, 
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes, 
vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft, 
sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death, 
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer 
chains, and everything else being sent  to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our 
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil 
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it 
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ! 
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their 
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of 
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!.. 
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your 
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan. 
In Jesus name we pray…Amen  

 
What They Don't Tell You - Wolfes in Sheep's Clothes 
Play to 14:32: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wc0g7Aygq_E 
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching on Kenneth Copeland here: 
http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=copeland  
++ To read more of Copeland’s blasphemous documented quotes go to: 
https://www.bible.ca/tongues-encyclopedia-pentecostal-preachers.htm#Copeland  
New Testament Giving Compared to The Old Testament Levitical Tithe  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | March 23, 2008 
What Can Women do for the Lord?-Part 1  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | February 3, 2008 
What Can Women do for the Lord?-Part 2  
http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=oral%20roberts  

 
+2+ Infanticide Advocate Ruth Bader Ginsburg Dies After Decades of Promoting 
Abortions and Medical Violence Against Children  

Supreme Court Justice and infanticide 
advocate Ruth Bader Ginsburg died today at 
age 87, passing away “peacefully” even 
though over 60 million human babies have 
been violently murdered in America due to 
abortion policies that Ginsburg helped 
advocate across this nation. 
Ginsburg refused to grant millions of children 

their own right to live, without medical violence being perpetrated against them, 
as she was a staunch advocate of partial-birth abortions. 
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In partial-birth abortions, a living human baby is partially birthed and then 
violently attacked by medical personnel who often sever the child’s spine with a 
scalpel, then proceed to harvest the baby’s organs to be sold for profit. 
This barbaric, inhumane practice was endorsed by Ginsburg, who was hailed as a 
champion by the twisted abortion advocates of the political Left who almost 
universally endorse post-birth abortions, also known as “infanticide.” 
Unless she repented for her advocacy of child murder, Ginsburg is already being 
tormented in Hell for eternity. 
With Ginsburg’s twisted soul now taken from this world and deposited in the pits 
of Hell, a potential pathway exists to overturn abortion “rights” in America and 
end the abortion Holocaust that has bloodied this nation for nearly fifty years, 
tainting this Christian-founded nation with the cries of tens of millions of innocent 
children whose lives were ritually sacrificed to appease bloodthirsty Leftists (who 
value no lives other than their own). For if the most innocent human lives are not 
protected under the law, then whose lives hold value at all? 
America remains in a spiritual war, under attack from demonic entities who have 
infiltrated the courts, pop culture, Hollywood (Netflix pedophilia, anyone?), 
Congress and even the media. 
Ginsburg, for her entire career on the bench, was conspiring with anti-human 
forces of evil and destruction… the very same kind of forces we now see rioting 
in the streets, burning down America’s cities and assaulting innocent people 
merely based on the whiteness of their skin. 
Ginsburg was an agent of death, destruction and almost unfathomable human 
suffering. And that’s exactly why the demon-filled left-wing media celebrated her 
as a hero: Because she was literally doing the Devil’s work, and doing it well. 

 
Tens of thousands join Rev. Franklin Graham's Prayer March in Washington DC 
to show their support for President Trump  

 Conservative religious leader Rev. Franklin Graham organized Saturday's 
march in Washington DC 

 An estimated 50,000 people from across the country attended the prayer 
march 

 Crowd stretched across the National Mall from the Lincoln Memorial to the 
US Capitol  

 'Father, our country is in trouble. We need your help,' Graham prayed at the 
event  

 Participants prayed to support law enforcement, end abortion, and other 
topics 

 It came hours before Trump nominated Judge Amy Coney Barrett to the 
Supreme Court 

 After the rally, demonstrators walked to eight sites around the National 
Mall, stopping to pray on a specific focus at each, including police officers, 
government leaders, ending abortion and more 

 Followers of Franklin Graham prayed at the base of the Washington 
Monument as they march from the Lincoln Memorial to Capitol Hill, during 
the Prayer March at the National Mall 
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https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=riddles+of+stone+washington+dc 
Amazing: There's Something Strange Happening In Washington D.C.  
Comments:  
Make America Sane Again, United States 
Inherited con artist wealth… 
RasputinPutin, London, United Kingdom 
If think Trump is the saviour then you are all lost! 
dred scott, Trumps p p tape, Russia 
Look at the current state of America and all the disasters going on so how did trump 
make America great again, its even worse than in 2016 

 
Scott Johnson’s Teachings Exposing Franklin Graham 
End Time Current Events-8-26-18-Part 3  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 28, 2018 
Table of Contents: 

 FRANKLIN GRAHAM TRIES TO ERASE HIS VOODOO PEDOPHILE PAST 
End Time Current Events-8-26-18-Part 2  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 28, 2018 
Table of Contents: 

 Minister Franklin Graham Supports Voodoo Doughnut Child Traffickers? 
End Time Current Events: 3-31-13–Part 2  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | April 1, 2013 
End Time Current Events: 3-31-13–Part 2 Table of Contents:  

 National Catholic Review Says: Repeal The Second Amendment  

 Franklin Graham (president of Samaritan’s Purse), Dr. Richard Land (of the 
Southern Baptist Convention’s Ethics & Religious Liberty Commission) 
have agreed to back universal background check legislation for firearms 
which would lead to gun confiscation 

End Time Current Events: 3-31-13–Part 3  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | April 1, 2013 

 Franklin Graham’s Apostasy 
 TBN, the Rothschild’s, Prince Charles and Philip Morris Demonic Logo’s 

http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=Franklin%20Graham  

 
RECAP on Franklin Graham & Jonathan Khan (Con Job) DC trip - Apostasy 
Takeaways 
Play From 15:08 to 17:40 & 19:50 to 30:00 & 46:30 to 54:46: 
https://youtu.be/JlxXqHKSnrA  
For More Information: https://www.youtube.com/c/WATBtv/videos  
For More Information on the Noahide Laws go to: 
http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=noahide 

 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Jenn 
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 11:51 AM 
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To: Scott Johnson 
Subject: The name of Jesus is Yahshua - Destined To Be Revealed 
https://destinedtoberevealed.com/the-name-of-jesus-is-yahshua/ 
A trusted friend of mine - the one that got me to your podcast - sent me this. I 
have been questioning her actions lately, so when she sent me this I was unsure.  
The last think I want is to be confused. Can you confirm this to be true or trash?   
Really appreciate your time!   
Scott Johnson’s Response: Jenn: Yes see the attachment. This is such a huge 
deception to try get us to us demonic names for God and Jesus.  
If you listen to the pronunciations I listed below you will see that  no one is 
actually using the proper pronunciation for Jesus either in Greek or Hebrew.  
Click on Greek sound pronunciation for the name Jesus (there is a little sound 
icon): 
https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=G2424&t=KJV   
Click on Hebrew sound pronunciation for the name Jesus (there is a little sound 
icon):: 
https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?strongs=H3091&t=KJV  
Also I did a 4 part teaching on this some years ago you may want to listen to:  
The “Sacred Name” & Hebrew Roots Movement Exposed-Part 1  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | January 3, 2010 
The “Sacred Name” & Hebrew Roots Movement Exposed-Part 2  
The “Sacred Name” & Hebrew Roots Movement Exposed-Part 3  
The “Sacred Name” & Hebrew Roots Movement Exposed-Part 4  

 
Bible Prophesy of a One-World Government, a One-World Currency and a One 
World Religion in the End Times? Plus Bible Study on The Antichrist, The End 
Times Deception That Jesus Warned About 
The Bible does not use the phrase “one-world government” or “one-world 
currency” in referring to the end times. It does, however, provide ample evidence 
to enable us to draw the conclusion that both will exist under the rule of the 
Antichrist in the last days.  
In his apocalyptic vision in the Book of Revelation, the Apostle John sees the 
“beast,” also called the Antichrist, rising out of the sea having seven heads and 
ten horns (Revelation 13:1). Combining this vision with Daniel’s similar one 
(Daniel 7:16-24), we can conclude that some sort of world system will be 
inaugurated by the beast, the most powerful “horn,” who will defeat the other 
nine and will begin to wage war against Christians. The ten-nation confederacy is 
also seen in Daniel’s image of the statue in Daniel 2:41-42, where he pictures the 
final world government consisting of ten entities represented by the ten toes of 
the statue. Whoever the ten are and however they come to power, Scripture is 
clear that the beast will either destroy them or reduce their power to nothing more 
than figureheads. In the end, they will do his bidding. 
John goes on to describe the ruler of this vast empire as having power and great 
authority, given to him by Satan himself (Revelation 13:2), being followed by and 
receiving worship from “all the world” (13:3-4), and having authority over “every 
tribe, people, language and nation” (13:7). From this description, it is logical to 
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assume that this person is the leader of a one-world government which is 
recognized as sovereign over all other governments. It’s hard to imagine how 
such diverse systems of government as are in power today would willingly 
subjugate themselves to a single ruler, and there are many theories on the 
subject. A logical conclusion is that the disasters and plagues described in 
Revelation as the seal and trumpet judgments (chapters 6-11) will be so 
devastating and create such a monumental global crisis that people will embrace 
anything and anyone who promises to give them relief.  
Also: 
Rev 13:11 And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two 
horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. 
Rev 13:12 And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and 
causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose 
deadly wound was healed. 
Rev 13:13 And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from 
heaven on the earth in the sight of men, 
Rev 13:14 And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of those 
miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the beast; saying to them that 
dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the 
wound by a sword, and did live. 
Rev 13:15 And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the 
image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not 
worship the image of the beast should be killed. 
Rev 13:16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, 
to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: 
Rev 13:17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the 
name of the beast, or the number of his name. 
Rev 13:18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of 
the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred 
threescore and six. 
2Th 2:8 And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume 
with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: 
2Th 2:9 Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and 
signs and lying wonders, 
Mat 24:4 And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man 
deceive you. 
Mat 24:5 For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive 
many. 
Mat 24:11 And many false prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many. 
Mat 24:24 For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew 
great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive 
the very elect. 
Eph 4:14 That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried 
about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, 
whereby they lie in wait to deceive; 
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--------------------------------------------------  
Once entrenched in power, the beast (Antichrist) and the power behind him 
(Satan) will move to establish absolute control over all peoples of the earth to 
accomplish their true end, the worship Satan has been seeking ever since being 
thrown out of heaven (Isaiah 14:12-14). One way they will accomplish this is by 
controlling all commerce, and this is where the idea of a one-world currency 
comes in. Revelation 13:16-17 describes some sort of satanic mark which will be 
required in order to buy and sell. This means anyone who refuses the mark will 
be unable to buy food, clothing or other necessities of life. No doubt the vast 
majority of people in the world will succumb to the mark simply to survive. Again, 
verse 16 makes it clear that this will be a universal system of control where 
everyone, rich and poor, great and small, will bear the mark on their hand or 
forehead. There is a great deal of speculation as to how exactly this mark will be 
affixed, but the technologies that are available right now could accomplish it very 
easily. 
https://www.gotquestions.org/one-world-government.html  

 
+3+ TRUMP TO ROLL MILITARY IN FOR ELECTIONS--This SHOULD TELL YOU 
WHATS COMING 
Play from 5:50 to food ad (Warning Language): 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HiSB2aeRsz0z/  

 
West Coast Wildfire Updates 
Play Audio Here (Caution Language): US Forest Service Employee Reveals on 
Radio that West Coast "W-i-l-dfires" are actually DEW’s & A-R-S-O-N ATTACKS! 
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS TOLD BY LAW ENFORCEMENT ANTIFA "STAGING 
GAS CANS TO START MORE FIRES" AND "ARMED WITH CHAIN SAWS TO CUT 
UTILITY POLES" - START FIRES/BLOCK RESCUES 
Censorship Moves Further and Further: Facebook Will REMOVE All Posts 
Alleging Oregon Fires ‘Were Started by Certain Groups’ 
ANTIFA DRESSED AS FIREMEN ! ! ! Setting MORE Fires in CA, OR and WA 
Oregon fire officials prepare for “mass fatality” event – do they know something 
we don’t? 
More Proof! CA/OR Underground Fires and New Excuse to Shut Down Access to 
Forests 
^^Comment: This is most likely from the subterranean DEWs weapons our 
government is using against us. The local news is trying to con all of us into 
thinking this is somehow normal. Trees don’t burn from the roots up or from the 
inside out. They are hitting the western US from the sky and underground, plus 
all the Antifa arsonists!!!! See: More Solid Proof of Underground DEW Being Used 
in Attacks in CA and Oregon 
Proof!!! Portland housing Antifa...Language...City of Portland Houses & Conceals 
Antifa Rioters 

 
[ALERT] MILLIONS WILL BE LIVING IN TENTS - SEVERE DISRUPTION AHEAD AS 
THE US ENTERS 2021 
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Play to 11:43: https://youtu.be/XorqpM1I-gk  

 
The Coming Civil Unrest is going to be so bad, Off-Duty NYPD Cops Traveling 
Out of State Trying Buy M-4 Rifles for themselves 
The United States of America is heading into what history may record as its 
SECOND Civil War.  Things are going so bad, so fast, in so many places, that 
even POLICE OFFICERS are trying to personally arm-up for their off-duty hours, 
with OUT-OF-STATE gun purchases!  
One listener told me that he has close relatives in a major Sporting Goods 
business in Pennsylvania.  He said that yesterday (September 21) no fewer than 
EIGHT (8) Police Officers from out of state, came into the store trying to buy M-4 
Rifles for themselves.  Eight -- in one day!  
In fact, over the past week (Excluding yesterday) more than TWENTY (20) off-duty 
cops came in trying to buy that same type of M-4 rifle!  
The M-4 is a NATO 5.56 caliber semi-automatic firearm pictured above.  But in its 
routine configuration, it is NOT LEGAL in states like New York.  In order to 
comply with New York Law, the magazine would have to be PINNED to block 
loading of more than seven rounds and the Bump Stock would have to be 
PINNED so it would not operate.  So the Sporting Goods store cannot sell to 
those police officers.  
They could sell to the DEPARTMENT, but not to the individual cops.  
Several other sources both in Government and in industry, are confirming the 
coming violence.  
One man reported the following via his Facebook Group: 

 Tim Besmer Sr. 
September 14 at 10:57 PM ·  
My friends, I’m NOT an alarmist. I’m not. BUT , I heard something tonight that scared 
the pants off me.  
Many of you know me “in person” and not just on Facebook, and you know that I 
have many contacts all through government that I’ve developed over decades of 
service. I’m nothing special, but I do have these avenues.  
I was told TODAY that on or soon after Election Day a true revolt and uprising will 
take place. It’s being organized now.  
This came from someone who is in government and who told me he’s extremely 
concerned. I cannot tell you WHO told me this. I can only tell you I’m taking heed. 
This man NEVER shares this information freely EVER.  
He said to me the following: 
In the next two months an uprising is coming and the government is preparing for 
Nationwide Marshall Law.  
1: He said to immediately stock up on goods needed to survive and support life 
for your family: Food, Water, paper goods, defensive weapons (bullets etc) and a 
amazingly he emphasized having on hand spare fuel and a generator. He is 
worried for HIS FAMILY.  

https://youtu.be/XorqpM1I-gk
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2: He told me the anarchist groups that are growing in this nation daily will begin 
with much larger and broader protests then they are having now and they will 
move them swiftly into suburbia. They will have Democrat hierarchy support.  
They will employ “Shock and Awe” tactics. They will employ “lockdowns” that 
are mandatory to minimize organized public resistance.  
He told me that this is not hyperbole but they have people on the inside verifying 
the planning. This information is quietly going to law enforcement agency’s 
nationwide. Bounties are on law enforcement heads especially. They are well 
funded.  
3: If Trump wins, the left will (and is actively planning) to lash out at law 
enforcement nationwide and against the civilian population for putting Trump 
back in office. They will seek death of innocents as payback for their loss of 
power. Trump WILL and is preparing to declare MARTIAL LAW NATIONWIDE.  
If Biden wins, the LEFT will (and is actively planning) to unleash fury on the 
nation and citizenry as payback for the past four years of Trump.  
Biden and Harris will sit back and let this happen. Biden will openly advocate for 
the further defunding of the majority of police nationwide and Harris will rule by 
proxy.  
Again, you know I have never been an alarmist but the source of this information 
and his place in government is unimpeachable. Again, I was SHOCKED by the 
source of the info and it is a person I trust implicitly.  
He told me that BLM and related fringe groups must AND WILL be destroyed by 
force and that plans are being made to do this and restore law and order. But, 
until all this comes to pass it’s going to get bad even in the rural areas so the left 
can have maximum “shock and awe” effect and drive fear into the nation to 
submit to BLM and the democrat new order.  
To lay it out plainly, he is talking of a true civil war brewing and they are 
preparing for it at the highest levels.  
I am taking what I heard tonight seriously and we are preparing. I implore you to 
do so as well.  
This is not a copy or a forward. I am the author. -Tim Sr. 
https://www.facebook.com/tim.besmer.7/posts/2827739103992729 
Another source put it this way:  
"It's the perfect storm...Neither side is going to back down. The division of the 
UNITED States is complete..The stage is set for complete lack of faith in the 
electoral process…This is all planned. All you need to do is look at the signs.  
There is no winning side. Choosing a side is being a pawn. You have to realize 
everyone on either side truly believes their side is the righteous side. Comment: 
Right Left paradigm The fact of the matter is they are all being played by men at 
the very top who know no loyalty to country. Their sole objective is ultimate 
control over YOU.  
You may think you're fighting for freedom, so do the guys on the other 
side…What can you do? THINK FOR YOURSELF You're being programmed by 
everything you read, everything you hear, every website you visit, every movie, 
every television show you watch.... It permeates your life. You don't even realize 
your thoughts are not your own… 

https://www.facebook.com/tim.besmer.7/posts/2827739103992729


If God says MOVE, you MOVE.. If God says stay still, you stay still... Listen to 
God. It's the only thing you can trust. I don't usually make posts like this, but I'm 
telling you, it's all you've got. Your own personal connection to GOD… They 
cannot take that from you, they can only confuse you into not listening to it. 
ADAPT AND SURVIVE" 
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/the-
coming-civil-unrest-is-going-to-be-so-bad-off-duty-nypd-cops-traveling-out-of-
state-trying-buy-buy-m-4-rifles-for-themselves 

 
The Abraham Accord & Trump Exposed 
Play to 27:35: https://youtu.be/mgf5ABG7Bis?t=1243 

 
Prophetic Perspectives: Peace in the Middle East? 
Play: https://youtu.be/z5PuRsP4QLE  

 
++ In response to the recent letter entitled:  “Thanks for Nothing”; John Sinclear levels 
many accusations against Jesus Christ in regard to the Katrina disaster.  In looking at 
this event it is important to Biblically look at all the factors that led up to this event.  In a  
In the book 'Eye to Eye' – Facing the Consequences of Dividing Israel; William 
Koenig ( www.watch.org ) documents the major Israel “land for peace” efforts and the 
49 corresponding United States catastrophes that have occurred in close proximity 
every time Israel has been strongly advised or forced to give up her land by the 
United States or others. See: William Koenig answers the question: Are there 
consequences for dividing Israel? 
The documentation begins with the Madrid Peace Conference of October 30, 1991, to 
November 4, 2003. Among these events are the top ten natural disasters ranked by 
FEMA regarding relief costs, the three largest insurance events in U.S. history, the four 
of the seven costliest hurricanes in U.S. history, and three of the four largest tornado 
outbreaks in U.S. history. Please understand this information is not based on opinion 
but documented facts.  Therefore it is no coincidence that the Katrina disaster occurred 
just as the Israeli Gaza pullout was completed. A pullout the Bush administration 
pressured greatly.  Beyond these facts, New Orleans and the surrounding areas are 
well known as being the witchcraft/voodoo capital of the United States. The crime rate in 
this area is off the scales.  The per capita murder rate is 2nd in the nation.  The 
homosexual presence is also enormous.  Biblically speaking these are all factors that 
provoke God’s judgment.  If America continues to condone and promote sin, the Katrina 
disaster will only be one of many more to come.  The Bible says in Isaiah 5:20 “Woe 
unto them that call evil good, and good evil…”--Scott Johnson 

 
ISRAEL & KISSINGERS RIGHT HAND MAN PIECZENIK CONTINUE TO TAKE THE 
GOY FOR A RIDE  
Mature content—Play (mute 3:09 to 3:25) then to 8:45: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_htkFok_0cs 

Current Event Headlines 
SENATE REPUBLICANS REBUKE PRESIDENT: NO DISRUPTION IN TRANSFER 
OF POWER! 
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Archbishop: Donald faces biblical challenge against 'demonic forces'...  
GROWING FEAR ELECTION COULD BE MILITARIZED 
GUN SALES SOAR IN SWING STATES 
WAS TRUMP JUST JOKING?  
Head of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Just Told 
Americans to ‘Buy Ammunition’ as Democrats Plan Armed Insurrection After 
Election 
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